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Father Ted is the pinnacle of Irish TV; a much-loved sitcom that has become

a cult classic on the Emerald Isle and across the globe.

Following the lives of three priests and their housekeeper on the fictional

landmass of Craggy Island, the series, which first aired in 1995, became an

instant sensation. 

Although Father Ted only ran for three seasons and had wrapped by 1998, its

cult status reigns to this very day. 

The show is critically renowned for its writing by Graham Linehan and Arthur

Mathews, which details the crazy lives of the parochial house inhabitants:

Father Ted Crilly (Dermot Morgan), Father Dougal McGuire (Ardal O'Hanlon),

Father Jack Hackett (Frank Kelly), and Mrs Doyle (Pauline McLynn). 

A string of accolades, including Best Comedy at the BAFTAs, and fans such

as Steven Speilberg only cement its universal popularity. In fact, Maurice

Gibb of the Bee Gees was buried with a box set of the series!

Celebrating and satirising Irish culture, the sitcom is not only aimed at an

Irish audience, but it is accessible for any viewer who enjoys biting wit and

sarcastic undertones. 

In an attempt to give this show the documentation and consideration it

deserves, we began a global search for a Father Ted TV Critic who could

help us design the ultimate guide to the series. 

With over 200 applications pouring in from different countries around the

world, our final candidate was chosen to come on board and undertake a

massive responsibility: to definitively rank each Father Ted episode, from

best to worst. Not an easy feat. 

These are the fruits of a labour of love. We hope you enjoy it!

INTRODUCTION
3



SEASON 

1

4



A N A L Y S I S

Though this was not the first episode to be written, ‘Good Luck Father

Ted’ is a perfect debut, introducing the viewer to the fictional Craggy

Island. First aired on Channel 4, 21 April 1995, Father Ted was an

instant sensation.The show takes a fly-on-the-wall approach to the

lives of three Catholic priests living together in a ramshackle parochial

house. In this episode, residents reveal their unique peculiarities. 

We first meet Ted Crilly, a well-meaning priest planning the week’s

religious services. He seems genuinely scared of Jack Hackett: the bad-

tempered and senile retiree who looks on Ted with disgust. Along

comes Dougal: a young, energetic curate dressed in a red pullover with

shaving foam all over his face and in his hair. Strange, since he hasn’t

shaved. Mrs Doyle wheels her tea trolley into the sitting room – the

perfect blend of Irish Mammy and busybody. 

The clever plotline of documentary filmmakers coming to Craggy Island

to shoot ‘Faith of Our Fathers’, invites viewers into the bizarre world of

Father Ted. The episode introduces one of the series recurring themes:

Ted’s inappropriate interest in unsuitably superficial things like

money. This episode has a bit of everything. For those who love

paddywhackery, there is the announcer at Funland reminding everyone

of the ‘unavailability of parking facilities’ and appealing for a nurse to

help ‘a child who has been lodged’ in the Tunnel of Goats. 

For those who crave nineties nostalgia, there’s Tom’s ‘I Shot JR’ t-shirt,

a reference to the retro TV show, Dallas. Whether a devotee or newbie,

this episode has lots of memorable moments.

I SHOT 
J R

Good Luck,
Father Ted

S U M M A R Y

The first of 25 episodes of Father Ted offers an introduction to the

cast of characters that inhabit the parochial house. This is a must-see

beginner's guide to the weird and wonderful Craggy Island.

SEASON 1 RANKINGS

OVERALL

6.6

EPISODE 1
PLOT LINE

Linehan and Matthew's

plot device of filmmakers

visiting Craggy Island is a

clever way to persuade

the viewer to leave

reality behind and set sail

for their imaginary island.

7.5

LAUGHS
7

Sharp writing and quick-

fire jokes merge with

visual and physical

comedy. There is Irish

absurdity in abundance,

and much like watching a

slow-motion disaster,

viewers simply cannot

unglue their eyes from

the mayhem that unfolds

in this first episode.

7

5

ONE-LINERS

‘You’re right there, Ted’ is

used on two occasions by

Dougal.  The phrase has

entered the Irish

vernacular and can be

used to indicate

complete assent or

agreement in any

situation.

5

5



A N A L Y S I S

‘Entertaining Father Stone’ really shouldn't work, but it does. There are

long periods of awkward silence, the only sound being the ticking of a

mantelpiece clock. Father Paul Stone (played by Michael Redmond) is

brilliantly boring. He is almost completely expressionless for the entire

episode, making the atmosphere entirely unbearable. 

There is no escape, even to the bathroom. For fans of toilet humour,

the bathroom scene triumphs. Ted has run himself a bath – any

opportunity to avoid Father Stone. Stripped down, Ted relaxes for just

a split second before a presence bears down upon him: Paul wants to

use the toilet. 

This episode reveals more about Ted and his unpriestly desires when

telling Dougal what his three wishes would be. In his dirty daydreams,

we see Father Ted dressed in a John-Travolta-style suit dancing wildly

in a nightclub with pretty girls. Snapping out of his fantasies, he

disingenuously tells Dougal that another wish would be ‘more money

for hospitals and that type of thing.’ Evidently, Ted is wholly unsuited

to the priesthood. 

At the hospital, Ted becomes the butt of the joke when he explains to

Dougal that it was common for a family's favourite son to become a

doctor. ‘The idiot brother’ is sent to the priesthood. Cue Dougal

blissfully unaware of the irony, responding, ‘Your brother's a doctor,

isn't he?’

OVERALL

5

Entertaining
Father Stone

S U M M A R Y

A most unwelcome houseguest, Father Paul Stone, comes to visit the

parochial house on Craggy Island and the key cast spend the duration

of the episode trying to devise plans to escape the paralysing

monotony of his presence.

SEASON 1 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

Based on a real-life scenario

familiar to everyone, Father

Stone represents that

awkward house guest

everyone can relate to. In this

episode, nothing much

happens. Saying that, it still

seems to cultivate laughable

moments and memorable

scenes worth reciting as

everyday life anecdotes.

LAUGHS
6.5

While silence may reign

supreme in the second

episode, there is certainly no

shortage of laugh out loud

moments. From the wholly

inappropriate behaviour of

Father Stone in the bathroom

scene to the ridiculous

ramblings of Dougal in the

hospital waiting room, there is

both in-your-face comedy as

well as more subtle Irishisms.

ONE-LINERS

Dougal's catchphrase, ‘You're

right there, Ted’ is cemented in

episode two, while the other

characters define their key

mottos which will carry viewers

through the three seasons.

Jack tells Ted to ‘feck off’ for

the first time when he sends

Ted flying backwards through

a plate glass window.

6

EPISODE 2
6

5

6



5

A N A L Y S I S

Originally planned as the first episode, ‘The Passion of Saint Tibulus’

offers some backstory for Ted, Dougal, and Jack. It is an insight into

how and why the three men have ended up living in isolation (in the

words of Bishop Brennan) on this ‘godforsaken hellhole’. 

We hear a slight mention of ‘the wedding in Athlone’ performed by

Jack, and a brief synopsis of ‘the Blackrock incident’ in which some

nun's lives were ‘irreparably damaged’. 

Perhaps, in some of the most iconic dialogue from Father Ted, an

exchange between Ted and the Bishop reveals the reason Ted was

removed from his former parish. Ted: ‘The money was just resting in my

account.’ Bishop Brennan: ‘You went to Las Vegas whilst that poor

child was supposed to be in Lourdes.’

Of course, this episode has many more claims to fame. These include

an excellent cameo by Irish comedian Jon Kenny of d'Unbelievables,

who plays Michael Cocheese, the owner of the local cinema. The

iconic ‘careful now’ and ‘down with that sort of thing’ protest signs are

another.

Some readers of a certain vintage will remember the sex scandals that

rocked Irish society when the affairs of Bishop Eamon Casey and

Father Michael Cleary were exposed. The plotline of this episode toys

lightly with those real-life events that were tabloid headlines for many

months.

OVERALL

SEASON 1 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

The plotline in ‘The Passion of

Saint Tibulus’ clearly takes aim

at the Catholic Church on two

fronts: its failed attempts at

censorship, and its cavorting

clergy. While this episode

boasts many memorable

scenes, it also gives a

backstory to the viewer,

making it a must-watch

episode.

LAUGHS
8.5

There is no room for innuendo

in this full-frontal

rambunctious episode

complete with playboy priests,

phallic symbols, willy jokes,

and an extended cast of

elderly characters with an

insatiable thirst for titillation.

Touching on deeper social

topics while retaining a

childish innocence seen in the

characters, ‘The Passion of

Saint Tibulus’ offers some of

the most memorable moments.

ONE-LINERS

“That money was just resting in

my account”

"Careful now.”

“Down with that sort of thing.”

9

8

The Passion of
Saint Tibulus

EPISODE 3

DOWN WITH

THIS SORT OF

THING

S U M M A R Y

A blasphemous film is now showing on Craggy Island. Ted, Dougal, and

Jack (acting as representatives of the Catholic Church) must take a

stand against the film in the name of public decency. In a turn of

events, they end up becoming the unwitting publicists for the film.

8.5

7



A N A L Y S I S

‘Competition Time’ first aired in the height of Ireland's nineties

Eurovision madness. Enter Ted's nemesis, Father Dick Byrne, who hails

from the appropriately named, Rugged Island. An ongoing, childish

rivalry between the two apparent spiritual leaders is introduced,

providing the backdrop for the unfolding storyline. 

The surrealism of the episode builds to a crescendo in the competition

scene, which was shot in an old Dublin primary school. It is there that

‘Crag's Nite Club’ comes to life for this bonkers bonanza. The final act

sees the key cast take to the stage as The Three Ages of Elvis.

Teddy Boy music plays for Dougal as he emerges in a blinding pink and

gold ensemble, jumping around to the beat, slapping his arse. The

lights go out before Ted takes centre stage in tight leather and sequins

to represent '68 comeback special. He gyrates to the music of ‘Hound

Dog’. 

For the finale, the lights come up on Jack, dressed in Elvis' iconic white

jumpsuit, sitting atop a throne-like armchair, smoking and holding a

large cheeseburger. It's a knockout as Craggy Island takes home the

prize. In a rare moment of pride for Ted, he wins the bet. Dick Byrne,

most absurdly dressed as Diana Ross, storms out indignantly. Ted and

Dougal shake hands in front of the thimble-sized trophy, and there is a

genuine warmth shown between the two characters.

OVERALL

Competition
Time

S U M M A R Y

A disgraced BBC television presenter, Henry Sellars (played by Niall

Buggy), comes to Craggy Island to judge the All Priests Stars in their

Eyes Lookalike Competition. Fierce rivalry to take the title builds

between the residents of Rugged Island and Craggy Island as costumes

are donned, and gags are rolled out.

SEASON 1 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE
5

Set against the backdrop

of the All Priests Stars in

their Eyes Lookalike

Competition, this plot is

an effective way to

explore the rivalry

between Ted and his

nemesis, Dick Byrne.

LAUGHS
6.5

From Jack's substance-

induced hallucinations to

gender-swapping priests in

absurd fancy dress,

‘Competition Time’ takes

the surrealism to the next

level. The jokes come fast

in this tongue-in-cheek ode

to Ireland's obsession with

the Eurovision.

ONE-LINERS
7

Although die-hard fans

will recall Henry Sellar's

outburst, ‘I made the

BBC’, Dougal gets some

of the best one-liners in

this episode: ‘There’s only

one Mother Teresa, and

that’s you, Ted’ & ‘You’d

think he’d be taller

6.4

EPISODE 4

8



A N A L Y S I S

TThis episode strikes the right balance between conventional comedy

and surrealism. 

Ted is a big fan of novelist Polly Clarke. He goes to the book signing

for her latest release, leading to a series of awkward conversations as

Ted struggles to find something to say. Embarrassment hangs in the air.

Ted's undeniable attraction to Polly is the hook for a hundred gags. 

He practices conversations and stylish poses to impress her; he places

books that he's never read strategically on the coffee table for her to

see. He tries to conceal an erection after Polly describes her sex life in

the last days of her failing marriage. 

Mrs Doyle steps into the spotlight here. She is very unhappy with Polly's

presence and makes this abundantly clear. Her unusually long dialogue

also marks a departure from her usual ‘go on, go on’. Alongside the

inappropriate content of Polly's books, a group of visiting nuns act like

giddy schoolgirls around a confused Father Ted, whom they idolise,

adding further bedlam. 

After performing the fastest mass in history in a bid to get to Polly's for

a perceived date, he endures a series of misadventures involving Tom.

Ted finally arrives at Polly's cottage only to find Dougal, Jack and the

nuns have got there ahead of him. It's not a date. It's a housewarming.

OVERALL

And God
Created
Woman

LAUGHS
7

5

S U M M A R Y

Glamourous writer, Polly Clarke, comes to Craggy Island. Excited by a

female presence, Ted transforms into an attempted Casanova. The

storyline of celibate-priest-meets-glamourous-woman is more clichéd

than the usual mad-cap stories, yet a firm fan favourite nonetheless.

SEASON 1 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

The traditional boy-

meets-girl and

embarrasses himself is

seamlessly tied into

observations on celibacy

in religious orders.

Linehan and Matthews

flawlessly marry the

conventional sitcom to

the surreal carry on of the

Craggy Island

inhabitants.

There is lots of good old-

fashioned fun at Father

Ted’s expense in this

side-splitting episode. His

vanity is pathetic, and

Ted is left with egg on his

face no matter which

way he turns.

ONE-LINERS

All the credit goes to Mrs

Doyle for her

unforgettable delivery of

lines like ‘I’ll stick this f-

ing pitchfork up your hole’

without drawing breath.

7.5

EPISODE 5 8

8

7

9



A N A L Y S I S

In the opening scene, Dougal sits uncomfortably with Sister Monica, as

she readies herself for the trip to the Holy Stone. Ted and Dougal talk

about the benefits of having ‘a woman’ around the place. 

Direct aim is taken on more than one occasion at the Catholic Church.

On a more general level, belief in an afterlife is called into question. In

the flashbacks to Jack’s younger days, we see a severe disciplinarian

at the pulpit preaching about hellfire and eternal damnation. 

Each time, the violent scenes are juxtaposed with comments like ‘a

good teacher’ and ‘a great traditionalist’, keeping the mood

lighthearted and evoking laughter from the audience. 

Jack’s wake is a typically Irish scene: open coffin, tea, sandwiches, and

attendees in various stages of grief. There are many obvious gags in

this familiar plotline. Ted falls to the floor when he hears how much he

is to inherit. Dougal clearly has no concept of half a million pounds. He

is disappointed that the money must be shared between them. 

The episode ends with Jack back on his perch. He looks directly to the

camera and tells the audience to ‘Feck off’. This leaves us in no doubt

that Jack is back. OVERALL

Grant Unto
Him Eternal

Rest

LAUGHS
7

5

S U M M A R Y

Father Jack is found dead, which paves the way for this episode. Ted

and Dougal find they are the sole beneficiaries of a half a million

pounds, yet when Jack wakes in his crypt, their fortune is lost.

SEASON 1 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

This episode takes an

old-fashioned idea (in

that someone dies

leaving a large fortune).

Still, it adds an unsual

twist: the recipients must

undertake a daring task

to secure their

inheritance, creating the

extraordinary out of the

ordinary.

It really is a laugh a

minute in this ludicrous

episode. There’s Ted and

Dougal’s awkward

interactions with women,

the fiasco of Dougal

performing the last rites,

and the traditional Irish

wake.

ONE-LINERS

'Because it wasn't doing

much business.’

‘Under the statue of Our

Lord being embarrassed

by the Romans.’ 

 ‘He could have been

Pope, Ted.’

6.5

EPISODE 6
6

6

7

10



The Passion of Saint Tibulus 8.5

7.5And God Created Woman

Good Luck, Father Ted

Competition Time

Grant Unto Him Eternal Rest

Entertaining Father Stone

6.6

6.4

6.5

6

SEASON
SCORE 6.9

11



SEASON 

2

12



A N A L Y S I S

By any standard, this is a high-water mark in situational comedy. There

are so many outstanding jokes, enduring lines, memorable scenes, and

unforgettable performances in this episode. It is one that even the

hard-hearted sceptics enjoy.

Father Noel's (played by Graham Norton) character was based on a

real-life Catholic priest. The character draws limitless energy from the

bored and disinterested foursome in the caravan, stealing the show in

every scene. 

Anyone who has ever been on a caravan holiday in Ireland will

appreciate how truly awful it can be, and Ted and Dougal's

misadventures capture it perfectly. Passing the time is torturous. They

watch the kettle bottle in silence. The weather mirrors the atmosphere;

it is incredibly dull. Yet, the writers pack action into this 25-minute

episode. 

Mrs Doyle offers a memorable rant about micro-cakes, cocaine, and

raisins. There are three ‘moments' with a romantic couple,parochial

house all involving some kind of inappropriate nudity. Jack is left to

fend for himself on the magic road. 

There is a traditional Irish singsong with Noel and the Aran-jumpered

youth group, followed by an epic Riverdance session in the caravan. Of

course, it topples over. Add in a naked man on the bonnet of Ted's car,

some tyre slashing, a raw sewage spill, a pleasure yacht with beautiful

women and you have got a jam-packed episode of jokes to enjoy.

OVERALL

Hell

LAUGHS7

5

S U M M A R Y

This episode is one of the most memorable for its setting (a dismal

holiday caravan park), as well as a cameo appearance from Graham

Norton as Father Noel Furlong.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

Inspired by a million

dreary camping holidays

in Ireland, this episode

truly packs it all in. Even

though the audience

knows it will all end in

disaster for Ted, it is

impossible to avert one's

gaze from the impending

doom.

Simply put: Non-stop

laughs! Father Jack in his

Victorian-style bathing

suit (stained of course)

with bucket and spade

and rubber ring; the

tiniest of tiny caravans

toppling over with Saint

Luke’s Youth Group Irish

dancing inside.

ONE-LINERS

‘There’s cocaine in it.’

‘Are those my feet?’

‘You’ve a lovely voice.

Very like Celine Dion!’

9.6

EPISODE 1
10

10

9

13



A N A L Y S I S

‘Think Fast, Father Ted’ is an episode where the writers' formula for

creating characters is firmly cemented. Since all the priests are

dressed the same, a quick and easy way to develop personalities was

to assign each a single exaggerated attribute.

The relatively simple plotline of a raffle meanders in and out of

unexpectedly absurd, making this episode a cult classic. In addition to

the episode's oddities, ‘Think Fast Father Ted’ has lots of quirky

references to Irish culture, making it eternally resonant to the viewer.

The episode opens with Ted switching off the television in a parental

manner. He tells Dougal that it is merely ‘chewing gum for the eyes’.

Anyone who grew up in '70s Ireland will remember terrifying tales of

children whose eyes went square from watching too much television.

Mrs Doyle greets Ted and Dougal with the tea tray before disappearing

to boil the kettle again, in case they want more. It serves as a subtle

reminder of the Irish obsession with tea-drinking.

There is also a nod to the golden era of Radio Eireann. Ted sleep-

drives to the cheesy sounds of the ‘Night-Shift’, waking to the chirpy

The John Morgan Morning Show, voiced by writer Graham Linehan. And

of course, there is the not so subtle nod to the Irish weather: rain, rain,

rain.

OVERALL

Think Fast,
Father Ted

LAUGHS
7

5

S U M M A R Y

A leak threatening to collapse the roof of a very run-down looking

parochial house sets the backdrop for 'Think Fast, Father Ted'. A raffle

competition provides the stage for the players and plot to unfold.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

Ted has a problem: the

leaky roof. Ted must find

a way of fixing the

problem: the raffle. The

introduction of new

characters, each with

their unique quirks,

complicates Ted's plan to

rig the raffle.

From the image of Father

Jack in a shower hat

giving the finger to Ted

and Dougal, to Ted's

awkward dance moves

alongside the dancing

priest, it is smiles all

around.

ONE-LINERS

Originally written for the

first series, the episode is

packed with tonnes of

one-liners:

‘I'm a happy camper!’

‘I'll do you a cheque.’

‘Chewing gum for the

eyes.’

6.3

EPISODE 2
6

7

5

14



A N A L Y S I S

It’s three-against-three in this episode which has all the best bits of

Father Ted combined. The plot allows the writers to take aim at the

Catholic Church on several fronts, including the ancient practice of

worshipping relics and the financial exploitation of believers. 

However, it is the subtle and absurd attention to detail in ‘Tentacles of

Doom’ that is remarkable. In the opening scene, Dougal reads a book

of ghost stories, told by legendary footballer, Gary Lineker. The

Bishops’ arrival is marked on a custom Holy Stone of Clonrichert

Calendar. The sign on the cliff-top reads £20; £19 for students and

OAPs. 

The area behind Jack’s chair looks much worse than usual. The walls

are stained with black mould making his transformation to clean-cut

Jack even more impressive. Yet, the genius of Father Ted is not only in

the quick-witted writing, but in the exceptional acting.

Dermot Morgan uses every ounce of his physicality. He gesticulates

wildly, delivering the simple line ‘Dougal, we are not watching Aliens!’.

The facial expressions and quick reactions of both Ted and Jack are

remarkable, particularly in the scene where Ted is Jack’s guide through

a conversation with the bishops. 

The magic is in the quick turn of the head, a cough, a fake or a fixed

smile, a wide-eyed look of panic. The chemistry between them is plain

to see. Amid the absurdity, the ensemble cast delivers strangely

believable performances, making this episode well worth watching.

OVERALL

LAUGHS

5

Tentacles
of Doom

S U M M A R Y

Three Bishops come to Craggy Island to upgrade the Holy Stone of

Clonrichert, while a plumbing problem in the parochial house acts as

the leading catalyst for craziness in this plotline.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

The arrival of the Bishops

allows the writers to

expand on a common

theme in the series:

priests who know

absolutely nothing about

religion. 

The combined

performance of the

ensemble cast makes this

episode one of the best

examples of side-

splitting slapstick comedy

in the whole series.

ONE-LINERS

The most iconic one-liner

of this episode: ‘that

would be an ecumenical

matter’. Although most

Irish people do not know

the meaning of this

phrase, it is still forever

etched into the Irish

consciousness and can

be used to diffuse any

sticky situation.

9

EPISODE 3
9

8

10

15



A N A L Y S I S

Named after an old BBC television programme, ‘The Old Grey Whistle

Test’ is an episode which reaches dizzying new heights of absurdity. 

Breaking the sanctity of the confessional, Ted gossips to Dougal about

a church-goer's extra-marital affairs. We later find out it is Sergeant

Hodgins, Craggy Island’s local Garda. All the while, Mrs Doyle prepares

an impossible number of sandwiches for the picnic. All egg. Dougal’s

eyes glaze over with excitement at the thought of turning into a ‘giant

egg’.

Unprovoked verbal abuse of Ted (by a picnicking couple) characterises

a certain anger toward the Church in the 1990s; a time when sex abuse

scandals lead to deep-rooted suspicion of priests. 

The plot plays second fiddle to the friendship between Father Damo

(played by comedian Joe Rooney) and Dougal. Here Dougal becomes

more than a bumbling idiot; he comes out of his shell, joining Damo in

expressing a sort of teenage angst. 

Father Damo is also brilliant in the role with a thick Dublin accent,

adding an air of defiance and danger to his dialogue. He is the

ultimate ‘cool’ priest.

OVERALL

LAUGHS

5

Old Grey
Whistle
Theft

S U M M A R Y

The rebellious Father Damo and Dougal become budding friends while

Craggy Island's sergeant’s whistle is stolen. Panic spreads rapidly as

the search for the culprit gets underway.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

The plot is all about the

unfolding relationship

between Dougal and

Father Damo. A

combination of bizarre

twists and turns come

together to create a fan-

favourite.

Mrs Doyle waits with a

tea-tray in case one of

her beloved priests gets

up; she has been there

for three years,

apparently. Another is

when Dougal stomps his

feet in a hissy fit to Ted

when he finds out it's

bath time.

ONE-LINERS

Damo: ‘Who do you like

better, Oasis or Blur?’

Dougal: ‘Eh, Blur.’

Damo: ‘Wha?’

Dougal: ‘Oasis! I mean

Oasis.’

7.7

EPISODE 4 6

8

10

16



A N A L Y S I S

The background for this hugely popular episode is undoubtedly

Ireland’s unprecedented run of success in the Eurovision Song Contest

in the mid-1990s. 

Once Ted and Dougal have ‘fixed’ their tune by stealing the melody

from an old Eurosong record, Ted gets excited, assured of their

success in the competition. In a truly surreal scenario, Ted and Dougal

dream the same dream about an ‘obligatory video’ for ‘My Lovely

Horse’. They wake in a cold sweat, frightened by the sax solo blaring

alongside the psychedelic pulsing horsehead.

Ted’s apparent discomfort with the topic of homosexuality is cleverly

entwined with commentary on the Catholic Church’s old-fashioned

attitudes to sexuality. There’s even a joke about papal infallibility. 

Comedian Jon Kenny has his second cameo of the series. MC Fred

Rickwood is exceedingly untidy and incoherent off-stage, but a real

clean-cut broadcasting pro when the lights come up. Incredibly,

Kenny’s performance in the off-stage/back-stage scenes are

completely unscripted. 

It’s hard to catch your breath watching this episode because

wisecracks are so relentless. ‘A Song for Europe’ has all the hallmarks

of pure genius, not to mention the fact that it has provided an

alternative all-island National Anthem. Cue: ‘My Lovely Horse running

through the field…’

OVERALL

LAUGHS

5

A Song for
Europe

EPISODE 5

S U M M A R Y

Dougal and Ted compete to write a winning Eurosong. Their road to

success offers endless absurdities, rivalry, and a splash of plagiarism.

Yet, the fruit of their labour – which earns them the title – is an

absolute banger.

The rivalry between

Father Ted and Dick

Byrne follows its usual

pattern, only this time the

stakes are much higher.

The childish behaviour of

the two archenemies in

their sparkly jackets

comes under the

spotlight, proving that

priests really can be rock

stars.

It is hard to convey just

how funny the writing is

here. Blink, and you’ll miss

out on all the fun. The

design team has outdone

themselves, too. Watch

out for the list of entries

behind Fred Rickwood.

'Just play the f-ing note.’

'Giddy up and shave a

bullock.‘

'Go and count your sour

grapes before they

hatch.’

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

ONE-LINERS

9.3

10

10

8
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A N A L Y S I S

‘The Plague’ is yet another fan favourite. The surreal plotline is

quintessentially Father Ted in that it doesn't make a whole lot of sense.

Then again, it's not really supposed to. An abundance of physical

comedy and a cascade of craziness ensure that the momentum is never

lost.

Established Father Ted jokes aside, there is plenty more for the

enthusiast to hang their hat on in this episode. In fact, because of ‘The

Plague’, no Father Ted-themed party is complete without someone in a

rabbit costume.

Though the writing is still quick, much of the humour in this episode

relies on the physical comedy. Ted wrestles with Jack for a bottle of

whiskey and gets punched in the eye. Mrs Doyle's over the top curtsy

when she acknowledges Bishop Brennan is priceless. 

Pop culture references also thrive in Tom's scenes. His underground

layer features the letters ‘RedRum’ on the wall. This is a reference to

Stephen King's The Shining, which takes on greater significance in

season three. In Tom's attempt to kill the rabbits, there are subtle

references to cult classic Pulp Fiction, which weapon to choose: a

sword, baseball bat, chainsaw, or hammer?‘

'The Plague’ might sound scary, but it's not one to shy away from,

unless of course, you have an irrational fear of rabbits like Bishop

Brennan. Then you should ‘run … run quite fast’ in the opposite

direction.

OVERALL

The
Plague

EPISODE 6

S U M M A R Y

From rampant rabbits to Father Jack's bout of sleepwalking, 'The

Plague' is superbly surreal and totally Father Ted.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

7.4

Not dissimilar to the

scheme used in ‘The

Passion of Saint Tibulus’,

Ted’s boss comes to sort

out a problem involving

inappropriate nudity on

Craggy Island, and an

onslaught of absurdity

ensues.

PLOT LINE
6

LAUGHS

Fans of slapstick will

enjoy this one for its

physicality, whereas the

die-hards take solace in

the surrealism and abject

absurdity. The addition of

Father Ben as the opener

to this episode is the

cherry on top.

8

5

The panic-stricken

characters resort to

Craggy Island curse

words:

‘Rats. Hairy Japanese

Bastards.'

'You’ll address me by my

proper title, you little

bollocks.’

ONE-LINERS
8.5
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A N A L Y S I S

‘Rock a Hula Ted’ is another must-see episode for anyone coming to

grips with the cult of Father Ted. 

The inspiration for a thousand fancy-dress parties, the Lovely Girls

Competition is a low-budget take on Ireland's popular Rose of Tralee

festival, which takes place annually in County Kerry. 

Clearly inspired by Irish rock star Sinead O'Connor, Niamh Connolly

takes aim at the Catholic Church with her latest single. She performs

under a giant female symbol. A sign language interpreter emphasises

her politically correct agenda. 

Her arrival on Craggy Island could not have come at a worse time. Ted

hosts the Lovely Girls Competition which shamefully objectifies the

participants on their walking, sandwich-making abilities, and the

loveliness of their laugh. 

Father Liam is worried that a comment about a woman's bottom might

offend the girls. He gives an enthusiastic thumbs up when Ted corrects

himself by reminding the audience that ‘they all have lovely bottoms.’

Sexism is alive on Craggy Island, a place where time stands still.

OVERALL

LAUGHS

5

Rock A
Hula Ted

EPISODE 7

S U M M A R Y

Popstar and radical feminist, Niamh Connolly comes to Craggy Island,

just as the Lovely Girls Competition kicks off. It's a perfect formula for

absolute anarchy.

This satirises two

elements of Irish culture:

preachy rock stars like

Sinead O’Connor and the

Rose of Tralee, a

pageant from a bygone

era. The Lovely Girls

Competition provides the

backdrop to a visit by

women’s libber, Niamh

Connolly, causing

problems for Ted, who

tries to play both sides.

The wheels really start to

come off when Ted's

advice to Dougal

backfires. It's expert idiot

level here, as he tries to

make Niamh more

comfortable.

‘They all have lovely

bottoms.’

‘Cowboys, Ted!’

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

ONE-LINERS

8.6

7

9

10
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A N A L Y S I S

Most Irish people will be familiar with the tradition of giving something up

during Lent, the 40 days before Easter when it is said that Jesus wandered

the desert. For Irish children, the usual sacrifice is sweets and chocolate,

while adults make a special effort to give up the fags or booze. 

‘Cigarettes, Alcohol and Rollerblading’ pokes fun at this custom. Ted and

Jack are the adults in this scenario, while Dougal is the child who gives up

his ‘own particular vice’: rollerblading. 

The plot is driven once again by the rivalry between the two island

parishes. This paves the way for the uproarious scenes with Sister

Assumpta (played by Rosemarie Henderson), the nun who comes to Craggy

Island to help the priests keep their Lenten promises. 

The three priests participate in a ten-step plan to rid themselves of their

pride. Assumpta is a cruel mistress, waking the priests at 5 am, chasing

them around the garden with various weapons, and generally giving them

‘a good miserable time’. 

The practice of physically demanding retreats and pilgrimages to cleanse

the soul is well established in Ireland. Saint Patrick's Hill is a real place,

although it's usually referred to as Croagh Patrick, and people do walk up

and down it in their bare feet, but it might not be entirely accurate to say

that people chase you back down it with ‘big sticks’.

In an ironic turn of events, Sister Assumpta falls from grace, indulging in

an entire basket of Easter eggs before Ted packs her off to Rugged Island,

getting his own back on the inhabitants there. The message of ‘serenity

and devotion’ is entirely lost on so-called clergy in this wonderfully absurd

take on an actual religious tradition.

OVERALL

Cigarettes,
Alcohol and

Rollerblading

EPISODE 8

S U M M A R Y

Based around the traditional Catholic custom of Lent, this episode is

another instalment of Father Ted which is ripe with Irish social

commentary, along with loads of laughs.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

7.2

The mirroring of the two

islands, the arrival of

Sister Assumpta, and a

quick visit from

shopkeepers John and

Mary gave Linehan and

Matthews a winning

formula once again.

PLOT LINE
7

LAUGHS

There are some laugh out

loud moments in this

episode, though the

surrealism is squarely

aimed at fans of the

show.

8

5

Father Ted fanatics will

get a lot more from this

episode and revel in

some of the more

obscure references, such

as: ‘Two hundred pounds.

I’m not trying to buy

cocaine.’

ONE-LINERS
6.5
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A N A L Y S I S

‘New Jack City’ owes much of its brilliance to a stellar performance by

Irish comedian Brendan Grace, as Father Fintan Stack, who adds a

delicious new dimension to the parochial house.

The scenes with Doctor Sinnot mimic those from a disaster movie. Ted

calls him on a special red telephone. Dr Sinnot looks apprehensive

when the buzzer goes off on his end. He dresses head-to-toe in full

protective gear before examining Jack. The over-the-top space suit

draws a hearty laugh from the audience.

The brilliantly bonkers backstories are the stuff of genius. Working the

assignation of Malcolm X and ‘that O.J. Simpson thing’ effortlessly into

the script for this off-beat sitcom showcases real writing talent.

The comical sports day offers viewers a throwback to the heady days

of primary school in Ireland, with the priests taking part in traditional

childhood races like the egg and spoon and sack race. Ted and his

companions are peculiarly excited by the on-screen action. Gazes on

‘the champ’ linger just a little too long. 

If this were a Friends episode, it would be called ‘The One with all the

Jacks’, and although the sight of the hairy old priests provides a great

giggle here, ultimately, it is Grace’s delivery that provides the

memorable moments from ‘New Jack City’.

“New Jack City” sees

another unwelcome

visitor to Craggy Island,

only this time Father

Stack is here to stay,

unless Ted can find a way

to get rid of him. Brendan

Grace’s outstanding

performance ensures that

this episode packs a

punch.

PLOT LINE
6.5

LAUGHS

Endlessly entertaining,

the hair-raising story of

the imposter is the meat

on the bones of a series

of silly scenarios.

9

5

This one deserves an

eleven in the one-liners

department. Let us not

forget, Dougal: ‘We’re all

going to heaven, lads!

Waaaheeey!’ Special

shout out to Stack, too:

‘I’ve had my fun, and

that’s all that matters’.

ONE-LINERS
11

New Jack
City

EPISODE 9

S U M M A R Y

Father Jack develops a mysterious and highly contagious infection causing

hair to grow on his hands. This leads to his hospitalisation, and Father

Fintan Stack is sent to replace him in the parochial house in his absence.

Ultimately, mayhem ensues.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS

OVERALL

8.8
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A N A L Y S I S

The tenth and final instalment of season two has all the hallmarks of a

disaster-movie. Ted is the action hero who must overcome his worst

fear before selflessly putting his life on the line in a daring stunt. 

Famously unsure of himself in the early days of filming, you can see

that Frank Kelly (as Father Jack) has really embraced the role of the

drunken priest by now. Mrs Doyle has a smaller role to play in this

episode. She appears only once, making aeroplane-shaped

sandwiches.

The essay competition for the two parachutes is the high point of

‘Flight into Terror’. There is a short but ludicrous Q&A before those in

the cabin get to work. Noel asks Ted if there will be ‘marks off for

spelling mistakes’. Father O’Shea asks about copyright potential

infringement and the use of his laptop. 

In an unexpected twist, the first to stand up, Father Cave professes his

romantic love for Father Gallagher, played by writer, Graham Linehan.

Father Fay’s (the monkey priest) ramblings inexplicably make him the

one to beat. He clears his throat to convey the gravitas of the moment

before he begins. Father Joe Briefly’s appeal to his own greatness gets

a cool reception. Meanwhile, Father Flynn has completely misread the

situation and drew a picture of himself in the nip with a dog.

The close confinement of

such a large group of

priests in the cabin of an

aeroplane makes the

audience feel a little

voyeuristic. It’s almost like

we are listening to what

a group of priests might

say in the event of

impending doom.

PLOT LINE
8

LAUGHS

Since the characters

were mostly static, the

pressure was on to

create stupid scenarios

and to pen enough jokes

to fill the air (excuse the

pun). And, there is

nothing to disappoint in

this episode.

9

5

 ‘I think I should get the

parachute because I am

great. In fact, I think I

should get both

parachutes in case one

of them doesn’t work.’

ONE-LINERS
7.5

OVERALL

8

Flight into
Terror

EPISODE 10

S U M M A R Y

This episode chronicles the priests' adventurous flight back from a

pilgrimage to the Shrine at Kilnettle. Realising their impending doom, the

narrative explores what priests may do in the face of death.

SEASON 2 RANKINGS22



Hell 9.6

9.3A Song for Europe

Tentacles of Doom

Rock A Hula Ted

New Jack City

Flight into Terror

9

8.6

8.8

8

SEASON
SCORE 8.2

Old Grey Whiskey Theft 7.7

The Plague 7.4

Alcohol and Rollerblading 7.6

Think Fast, Father Ted 6.3
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A N A L Y S I S

‘Are You Right There, Father Ted?’ does what it says on the tin. There

are strong references to offensive, old-fashioned views. And, Ted’s

foolish actions get him into all sorts of difficulties with Craggy Island’s

newest inhabitants. 

Ted offers his ‘Chinaman’ impression, offending Sean Yin and his son.

On inviting them over to apologise, the plan goes awry. His slide show

at the Celebration of Craggy Island’s Ethnic Diversity is totally unsuited

to deny his alleged racism. 

The situation escalates when two parishioners interpret Ted’s actions

as a call from the Church to take up ‘old racism’. 

It is important to note that writers Matthews and Linehan grew up in an

Ireland where the Church was king, laden with backwards views and

radically conservative thinking. The unquestioned devotion of these two

parishioners is clearly a reference to a bygone era in Ireland.

Watching this episode, it is helpful to remember that Craggy Island is

an imaginary place. The characters live in a ludicrous world. It is like

the land that time forgot; a truly absurd place. 

There is a danger here that jokes might get lost in translation, but if

you can’t see that the joke is on Ted and not the Chinese, the irony is

lost, and maybe, Father Ted isn’t for you. 

OVERALL

LAUGHS

5

Are You
Right There,
Father Ted

EPISODE 1

S U M M A R Y

On returning to Craggy Island, Ted finds that a healthy population of

Chinese people now inhabit the fictional landmass. If you are easily

offended, look away now. This episode has the potential to be

controversial as it touches on topics including racism and shocking

right-wing ideologies, such as Nazism.

Having returned to a

newly diversified Craggy

Island, Ted makes a

complete fool out of

himself, trying

desperately and

unsuccessfully to prove,

once and for all, that he

is not a racist.

Almost all of the laughs

here come from Ted’s

clumsy social interactions

with the others. But there

are some excellently

executed stunts that will

have the audience rolling

in the aisles.

This is not an episode for

the faint-hearted. Most

well-known one-liners

include: “I hear you’re a

racist now, Father” and

“Feckin’ Greeks. They

invented gayness.”

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

PLOT LINE

ONE-LINERS

8.3

7

9

9
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A N A L Y S I S

Father Ted episodes do not come more offbeat than this. So, if you

aren’t already convinced that this is one of the great sitcoms, this

episode is probably not for you. Fans, however, will love ‘Chirpy Burpy

Cheap Sheep’ for its whimsical plot and mad-cap comedy. 

Chris, the sheep, comes with his own backstory. He originally cost £23,

but there is a clause which means sheep farmer Fargo must pay more if

his image ever appears on stamps. 

Hysteria spreads, and it is no wonder when we hear Dougal’s

description of the monster. The beast is believed to be ‘as big as four

cats’, and ‘it has four ears, two for listening and two back up ears.’

Later we learn that its ears are on the inside of its head and ‘when it

yawns it sounds like Liam Neeson chasing a load of hens around in a

barrel.’ 

Father Ted doesn’t usually feature contemporary music, yet '90s band,

M-People are credited in the episode. The unmistakable sound of

vocalist Heather Small dominates the sheep rehabilitation sequence. 

The King of the Sheep Competition is a very posh affair. Hosted by

‘Alan', the Lord Major of Craggy Island, the black-tie event boasts a

three-course-menu; all lamb. High-brow classical music plays, as

glamorous looking guests sip from champagne flutes. The situation is

utterly surreal. 

‘Chirpy Burpy Cheap Sheep’ is adored by fans, but if you are just

dipping your toe in the waters, it’s not the one to start with.

Chirpy
Burpy Cheap

Sheep

EPISODE 2

S U M M A R Y

Centring on the King of the Sheep Competition, this episode is known

to be one of the most obscure in all of the series.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

‘Chirpy Burpy Cheap

Sheep’ is almost like a

murder mystery, with Ted

as the sleuth detective,

but the madness of this

particular mystery is

unmatched.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

7

7

LAUGHS

The writers deliver

enough silliness to keep

the giggles coming.

There's far too much to

choose from here, but

Dougal's descriptions of

the monster are way up

there. Mrs Doyle keeps

special ‘sheep tea’ in the

kitchen. And,

shopkeepers John and

Mary are up to their old

tricks.

7.5

5

The best one-liners stem

from Ted during the King

of the Sheep festival.

‘This competition is a

sham, and a fraud, and a

sham.’

ONE-LINERS
6
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A N A L Y S I S

Arguably, ‘Speed 3’ is the pinnacle of this much-loved Irish sitcom,

cherished by fans and appreciated by newbies in equal measure.

Patrick Laffan (playing Pat Mustard) is one of the standout cameos of

the entire series. The swagger he brings to the lothario milkman is

phenomenal. 

When Mustard outwits Ted and makes Mrs Doyle fall madly in love with

him, Ted and Dougal turn PI to investigate the milkman’s sordid affairs. 

Ted must work against the clock to remove ‘a big bunch of boxes in the

middle of the road’ one by one, before clearing them all with his car.

As usual, Ted turns to religion in his hour of need. Mass is said

alongside the explosive milk float.

The less than frantic search for a practical solution here is

exceptionally funny. And it gives birth to one-liners that have been

embedded in the Irish psyche ever since. ‘Is there anything to be said

for saying another mass?’ is now tooted around the world. 

The family dynamic within the parochial house is highlighted

magnificently. Mrs Doyle, the housewife, looking to make home

improvements; Dougal the young son; Ted the father figure who sheds

a tear as his son makes his own way in the world; and Jack, the grumpy

Grandfather.

In a clear take-off of the

'90s hit movie Speed, an

explosive milk truck

presents a dilemma for

Ted. He must act fast to

avoid disaster.

Promiscuous Pat Mustard

carries on with the

housewives of Craggy

Island giving this episode

an unusual risqué air.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

10

LAUGHS

From the opening credits

to the explosive finale,

the writing and

performances combine

to make this one of the

funniest – if not the

funniest – of episodes in

the entire series.

10

5

‘Well, Ted, I’m very cynical

as you know.’ 

‘Pat was wondering if he

could put his massive tool

in my box.’

ONE-LINERS
10

Speed 3
EPISODE 3

S U M M A R Y

In this take-off of Hollywood blockbuster, Speed, Ted fights to save the

day from a bomb-ridden milk truck belonging to Pat Mustard, the lusty

new milkman.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

10

27



A N A L Y S I S

Leaving the relative safety of Craggy Island, the trip to the mainland

highlights the weirdness of the islanders. The characters appear more

eccentric than usual because they are in the company of so-called

“normal people”. 

The new location furnishes writers Linehan and Matthews with a

different outlook and a whole host of silly schemes to make the

audience laugh. The row between Mrs Doyle and her friend pokes fun

at the uniquely Irish habit of insisting on paying for things, as they go

to extraordinary lengths to pay the bill. 

While it is written in the scripts, Mrs Doyle’s first name is never used in

the series. In this episode, it is deliberately hidden when the policeman

calls Ted. In the coffee shop, Ted repeats his question, and the name is

again blocked out. True fans of the show will know Mrs Doyle’s first

name is Joan, and if you are interested in table quizzes, it’s a good one

to know!

Ted gets frustrated when he has to use his winnings to bail out the

others. He vents his anger at the policeman in front of him. ‘There was

a time when police in the country were friends of the church.’ Once

again, the writers recall an Ireland of yesteryear, when the parish

priest was king. It’s also a more general nod to the Ireland of ‘it’s not

what you know, it’s who you know’.

A trip to the mainland

provides an adventure for

the Craggy Islanders in

the big smoke. A

celebrity cameo by

Richard Wilson has Ted

and Dougal running

scared.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

6.7

LAUGHS

The big bad world just

isn’t big enough to

contain the wonderfully

wacky Craggy Islanders.

Away from their humble

homestead, their antics

seem ludicrous and

exaggerated on the

mainland.

7

5

‘Now if there is a fine or

anything, Mrs Dineen, I’ll

pay it.’

‘Once again you’ve made

me look like a complete

idiot in front of real

people.’

‘I’m out of me head with

the hunger.’

ONE-LINERS
6

The
Mainland

EPISODE 4

S U M M A R Y

Father Ted plans a trip to the mainland to collect winnings from a

betting shop. Dougal wants to visit 'The Very Dark Caves'. Father Jack

needs new glasses, and Mrs Doyle arranges to meet her friend in the

tea shop. All havoc breaks loose.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

7

28



A N A L Y S I S

The inspiration for the title was taken directly from Escape to Victory,

a 1981 movie directed by John Huston. If you are too young to remember

this movie, think Rocky IV (The Russian one) where there is more at

stake than victory on the pitch. 

With all the tension in the air, the range of Dermot Morgan’s acting

ability is put to the test, and he rises admirably to the challenge. He

pulls the place apart in a panic, much like Father Liam Deliverance in

‘Rock a Hula Ted’. Supposedly, this bugging scene was lifted out of a

Coppola movie called The Conversation.

As a football coach, Ted epitomises those mid-'90s soccer managers in

a time when the pitchside style was angry and raving. The exaggerated

chewing gum and red and black Umbro jacket could conceivably be a

nod to the infamous Manchester United gaffer, Alex Ferguson. 

Mrs Doyle’s new book Understanding Football for Women provides

another subtle nod to the Premier League soccer stars of the day. On

the cover, a woman is being held in a lusty pose by a muscular soccer

player. His attire could easily be taken for a Manchester United

(sponsored by Sharp) kit circa 1997-1998. 

After their disqualification, the nature forfeit is disclosed, and the

audience waits on the edge of their seat for an ending to the surreal

saga: when Ted will have to kick Bishop Brennan up the arse.

The rivalry between the

two islands comes in

handy again. On this

occasion, Craggy Island

competes against arch-

enemies Rugged Island in

the slowest indoor

football match you can

possibly imagine.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

7.6

LAUGHS

It would be easy to

dismiss this episode as

just another competition

between the two rivals,

but to do so would be to

overlook the match-day

madness. A mouthful in

itself, spectating at the

Annual All-Priests-Five-a-

Side-Over-75s-Indoor-

Football-Challenge-

Match is an experience

like no other.

9

5

‘Go on my son.’

‘Go wide, go wide.’

ONE-LINERS
8

Escape
from

Victory

EPISODE 5

S U M M A R Y

It is time for the All-Priests-Five-a-Side-Over-75s-Indoor-Football-

Challenge-Match. Expect lies, ludicrous gadgets and a losers forfeit

which will keep viewers on the edge of their seat.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

6.5

29



A N A L Y S I S

This iconic episode will be familiar due to its memorable scenes and

frequent reruns. A first and only ‘previously on Father Ted’ recaps the

events of the last episode in a dramatic voice-over. The camera

wobbles violently from side-to-side in near-documentary style. 

In a similar vein to an earlier episode called ‘Tentacles of Doom’, the

writers take aim at some of the more ancient practices of the Catholic

Church. Last time, it was the practice of worshipping relics. This time,

it's the notion of investigating the authenticity of visions or miracles.

The plot relies heavily on Bishop Brennan's ego, and Jim Norton plays

this brilliantly. His facial expressions reveal his inner smugness at the

thought of being the subject of a miraculous apparition. 

Bishop Brennan's temper reaches boiling point at the climax of the

episode. The anger is written all over his face as he bolts across the

grounds of the house. His roar ‘Crilly!’ sounds like it is coming from the

bowels of hell in this iconic scene.

The second of the only two-part in the whole series does not

disappoint. The audience takes a ringside seat for yet another

‘completely ludicrous situation’.

The second instalment of

the one and only two-

parter, ‘Kicking Bishop

Brennan Up the Arse’

sees Ted’s villainous boss

arrive to inspect a

miraculous apparition at

the parochial house. Ted

plots to administer the

offensive blow to

complete his forfeit.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

7.1

LAUGHS

An immensely popular

episode, this is an

extension of the

‘completely ludicrous

scenario’ theme of the

previous episode. If the

slapstick isn’t to your

taste, there are plenty

more jokes that will

scratch that comedy itch.

7

5

‘Don’t call me Len you

little prick. I’m a Bishop.’

‘No, we’d rather die of

thirst.’

‘I’m really enjoying this.'

ONE-LINERS
7.5

Kicking Bishop
Brennan Up

the Arse

EPISODE 6

S U M M A R Y

Following on from season three, episode five, this plot is based around

the forfeit task Ted must complete for cheating in the football match.

The task at hand: kicking Bishop Brennan, Ted's superior, up the arse.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

6.5

30



A N A L Y S I S

Responsible for much of the show's casting, Linehan and Matthews

have a nose for talent. In this episode, Eoin McGlove's character is

played by comedian Patrick McDonnell. 

The iconic character and his brightly coloured knits are reminiscent of

rural country music stars like Daniel O'Donnell. As if there was any

doubt in his target market, McDonnell delivers a rendition of ‘My Lovely

Mayo Mammy’ to delight his majority menopausal audience. 

Also, guest-starring is Maria Doyle Kennedy, singer and actress. The

audience will remember her as Natalie Murphy from Roddy Doyle's

classic band movie The Commitments. This seems to provide more

evidence for the theory that there is a link between Father Ted and just

about every other Irish classic. 

Father Jack expresses his feelings about the precious guest plainly,

growling like a werewolf at the young TV presenter. Jack's dramatic

monologue is a rare out-of-character moment. It is the most amount of

dialogue Frank Kelly gets in a single episode. And his impressive

performance poses a question for the audience: did the writers miss

out by not giving the actor more to do in the role?

TV presenter and

crooner, Eoin McLove,

comes to visit Craggy

Island in this hilarious

take on a traditional

zombie movie. A mob of

menopausal women

surround the parochial

house, trapping all inside

before Mrs Doyle saves

the day.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

7.1

LAUGHS

Shawn of the Dead

meets Father Ted in this

laugh out loud episode.

‘Night of the Nearly Dead’

is a classic that will have

you holding your sides.

10

5

‘Eoin McLove has a happy

face.’ 

‘It's like a big tide of jam

coming towards us, but

jam made out of old

women.’

‘Go away. I don't want to

catch the menopause.’

ONE-LINERS
7

Night of
the Nearly

Dead

EPISODE 7

S U M M A R Y

Mrs Doyle wins a weekly poetry competition hosted by Eoin McLove, her

ultimate crush. The prize is that the TV presenter will visit Craggy

Island. 'Night of the Nearly Dead' is Father Ted's answer to a zombie

movie. Complete with all the usual tropes and clichés, the writers have

truly embraced the horror movie genre.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

5
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A N A L Y S I S

The final episode of Father Ted has the potential to go either way.

Since he is offered a ticket to America, Ted could have been taken out

of the picture altogether. This would have left the door open for

another priest to take up the mantle on Craggy Island. But Ted

rightfully ends up back where he truly belongs: in the parochial house. 

Ted’s shallow side provides the anchor for the plot. True to form, he

lusts after all things inappropriate for a priest. He has sought fame and

fortune throughout the series, and in the final episode, it looks as

though he may find what he has been looking for.

In keeping with the tradition of showcasing up-and-coming Irish

comedians, Father Kevin, the manic-depressive priest is played by a

young Tommy Tiernan. Alternative rock band, Radiohead, famously

mocked for their depressing songs, play on the bus as Father Kevin

leaves the island. 

‘Going to America’ ends with a montage showcasing all the best bits.

Starting with series three, in reverse chronological order, viewers

recap all of the absurdity that lives on Craggy Island. Not that the

audience needs reminding of all the best laughs from this national

treasure of a sitcom, but it also provides a fitting tribute to the

talented Dermot Morgan.

After a heroic rescue at a

priests’ conference,

Father Buzz Cagney

comes to the parochial

house to recruit Ted for a

satellite parish in Los

Angeles. Guilt-ridden,

Ted is unable to tell the

others, who assume the

invitation to travel

applies to the whole

group.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

5

LAUGHS

Billed even before it was

aired as the last ever

episode, the episode has

a hint of sadness. Yet it is

undeniably packed full of

punches, too. In the

words of Mrs Doyle, we

‘laugh to hide the tears’.

6

5

‘It’s fabulous being a

priest.’

‘I’ll stick to puppies and

cushions.’

‘Big bras.'

ONE-LINERS
5

Going to
America

EPISODE 8

S U M M A R Y

Father Buzz offers Ted a job in LA. Ted cannot find the words to tell

the others he is leaving, and they assume that the invitation extends to

them. Yet, in a twist of fate, Ted and the others end up right back

where they belong: Craggy Island. The writers always made it clear

that the series was ending in 1998 with this episode, yet Dermot

Morgan's unexpected death sadly came just a few days after the final

scenes were filmed.

SEASON 3 RANKINGS

4
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Speed 3 10

8.3Are You Right There, Father Ted

Escape from Victory

Night of the Nearly Dead

Kicking Bishop Brennan Up the Arse

Chirpy Burpy Cheap Sheep

7.6

7.1

7.1

7

SEASON
SCORE 7.6

The Mainland 6.7

Going to America 5
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SPECIAL

EPISODES
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A N A L Y S I S

Designed to be longer than the usual episodes, the Christmas Special

is televisual over-indulgence for the Father Ted fan. The writers make

use of a fade-in fade-out technique to blend what could be described

as two separate storylines. 

The priests’ adventures in the lingerie department would make a stand-

alone episode with enough biting satire about the Catholic Church.

Similarly, Ted’s existential crisis and receipt of the Golden Cleric

Award is strong enough to merit single episode status. Put together,

the story is a Christmas cracker that keeps on giving. 

Writers Linehan and Matthews could have gone for the easy option

here as there is a nod to a potential nativity themed three-men-and-a-

baby scenario. However, the plot goes entirely in the opposite

direction, in true Father Ted style. ‘A Christmassy Ted’ avoids the

obvious clichés, and the writers deserve credit for their originality. 

Gerard McSorely’s cameo as the thief-priest, Father Todd Unctious, is

undeniably brilliant. He truly is the ‘perfect priest’, using every ounce

of his physicality and acting abilities to embody the shiftiness required

in the role. At twice the length of the usual episodes, ‘A Christmassy

Ted’ has double the fun.

It would have been

obvious to write a nativity

story. Yet, the writers

have stayed true to

Craggy Island crazy,

creating an unforgettably

absurd Christmas by

mashing two distinct

ideas together: the

lingerie section and the

award ceremony.

PLOT LINE

OVERALL

9.5

LAUGHS

Our top pick is when

Dougal leaves Father

Jack at the crѐche in the

department store. By the

time he goes, Jack has

spelt out ‘Feck, arse,

drink’ in blocks, while

toddlers around him

scream his trademark

profanities.

10

5

There are tonnes to

choose from, but it's

Jack's outburst: ‘a pair of

feckin' women's knickers’,

that gets a special

mention.

ONE-LINERS
10

A
Christmassy

Ted

XMAS SPECIAL

S U M M A R Y

As the only ever Christmas Special, this episode is unforgettable in

more ways than one. The pinnacle moment of this double-length

instalment is a band of priests getting lost in a women's lingerie

department — pure comedy gold.

SPECIAL EPISODES RANKINGS

8.5
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ULTIMATE

EPISODE

RANK
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Speed 3 (Season 3) 10

9.6Hell (Season 2)

A Christmassy Ted (Xmas Special)

Tentacles of Doom (Season 2)

A Song for Europe ( Season 2)

New Jack City (Season 2)

9.5

9

9.3

8.8

Rock A Hula Ted (Season 2) 8.6

The Passion of Saint Tilubus (Season 1) 8.5

Are You Right There, Father Ted (Season 3) 8.3

Flight Into Terror (Season 2) 8

Old Grey Whistle Theft (Season 2) 7.7
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Escape From Victory (Season 3) 7.6

7.5And God Created Woman (Season 1)

The Plague (Season 2)

Cigarettes, Alcohol and Rollerblading (Season 2) 

Night of the Nearly Dead (Season 3)

Kicking Bishop Brennan Up the Arse (Season 3)

7.4

7.2

7.3

7.1

Chirpy Burpy Cheap Sheep (Season 3) 7

The Mainland (Season 3) 6.7

Good Luck, Father Ted (Season 1) 6.6

Grant Unto Him Eternal Rest (Season 1) 6.5

Competition Time (Season 1) 6.4
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Think Fast, Father Ted (Season 2) 6.3

6Entertaining Father Stone (Season 1)

Going to America (Season 3) 5
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Louise is a schoolteacher and freelance

event manager based in Galway. A

graduate of Trinity College Dublin, she

has spent over two decades cultivating

her encyclopaedic knowledge of

Ireland’s favourite sitcom. So much so,

Louise is arguably unbeatable in any

Father Ted quiz. 

She has been a lead member of the team behind Tedfest, the annual

Father Ted festival, which has been running since 2007. As the

Entertainment Co-ordinator for Tedfest for the last 14 years, her job

is to perform the ‘Ted check’, creatively deciding which events have

the most authenticity and genuine connection with the show.

She describes herself as being ‘like the rabbit inside Dougal’s head

working the controls, but in reverse.’ Louise referenced original

scripts and special commentaries in the curation of this ultimate

guide to Father Ted, ranking the episodes from best to worst.

The guide was edited by Paris Callan, the Head Writer for Meanwhile

in Ireland and designed by Matthew Jordan from &Something

Creative.

About the Critic
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